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World Scientific Publishing Co Pte Ltd, Singapore, 2004. Paperback. Condition: New. Second
Edition. Language: English . Brand New Book. The development of high energy accelerators began
in 1911, when Rutherford discovered the atomic nuclei inside the atom. Since then, progress has
been made in the following:(1) development of high voltage dc and rf accelerators,(2) achievement
of high field magnets with excellent field quality,(3) discovery of transverse and longitudinal beam
focusing principles,(4) invention of high power rf sources,(5) improvement of high vacuum
technology,(6) attainment of high brightness (polarized/unpolarized) electron/ion sources,(7)
advancement of beam dynamics and beam manipulation schemes, such as beam injection,
accumulation, slow and fast extraction, beam damping and beam cooling, instability feedback,
etc.The impacts of the accelerator development are evidenced by the many ground-breaking
discoveries in particle and nuclear physics, atomic and molecular physics, condensed matter
physics, biomedical physics, medicine, biology, and industrial processing.This book is intended to
be used as a graduate or senior undergraduate textbook in accelerator physics and science. It can
be used as preparatory course material for graduate accelerator physics students doing thesis
research. The text covers historical accelerator development, transverse betatron motion,
synchrotron motion, an introduction to linear accelerators, and synchrotron radiation phenomena
in...
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This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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